
Do you love timeless, hand-crafted art? Do you want to contribute to the revitalization of an artisan 
tradecraft? Do you seek projects that will expand your experiences with print production?

If so, TAG wants to collaborate with you!

We are TAG – a print shop with a mission to promote and preserve genuine intaglio printing. You can 
read all about us and how we are working on our mission at tagprintshop.com.

TAG Marketplace is our online store offering unique and artisan-crafted print goods that are both 
accessible and affordable. We are seeking designers to contribute fresh and relevant designs that 
highlight the unique attributes of intaglio. 

Designing for intaglio is unique – it’s not like designing for any other type of medium. This is an 
opportunity to broaden your designers’ toolbox by learning about intaglio and its unique attributes and 
apply your artistic skills to a time-honored medium. We hope you’ll love contributing to our movement 
to keep the feeling in print! 

How it works:

1) Download the documents “Entry Form” and “Design Specifications”. 

2) Following our guidelines, create an awesome design well-suited for Intaglio. If you have any questions 
along the way, contact us. We know intaglio and you have the creative genius. Let’s work together to 
ensure the most stunning outcome!

3) Submit your design along with our Entry Form by email to tag@tagprintshop.com.

4) All submissions will be reviewed for the following criteria:

 How well-suited is the design for intaglio? (see Design Guidelines)

 How well does the design serve our mission? (see Mission page on tagprintshop.com)

 How well does the design fit with the Marketplace?

5) If TAG accepts the design, the designer will be presented with a Production Agreement which allows 
Tag Print Shop to reproduce the design for promotion and sale on the TAG Marketplace. The designer 
will be credited anywhere the design is shown online or in printed promotions. The designer will receive 
compensation according to the Production Agreement. The designer may also have the option to 
engage clients in custom design through TAG.
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